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**NOTES**

- THIS DRAWING IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED IN ANY PART OR FORM WITHOUT CONSENT OF WARRICKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL. ALL COPYRIGHT RESERVED.
- THIS DRAWING SHOULD BE KEPT IN A SECURE LOCKED LOCATION AWAY FROM UNAUTHORISED PERSONS.
- FOR CLARITY OF LINE TYPES THIS DRAWING IS REQUIRED TO BE PRINTED AT A1 FULL COLOUR.

**KEY SYMBOLS**

1. **PROPOSED 10m ALUMINIUM PASSIVELY SAFE (100HE) LIGHTING COLUMN COMPLETE WITH POST-TOP MOUNTED URBIS AMPERA MAXI 5139 - 18.72klm 112 LED 500mA NW (MATRIX NUMBER - 357182) LUMINAIRE.**
2. **PROPOSED FEEDER PILLAR COMPLETE WITH 12 WAY SINGLE PHASE DISTRIBUTION BOARD AND CHARLES ENDIRECT PASSIVELY SAFE DISCONNECTION SYSTEM AND CHARLES ENDIRECT CELTEK GATEWAY CONTROLLER.**

**HE EXIT SLIP NORTHBOUND RESULTS - HORIZONTAL ILLUMINANCE (lux)**

- $E_{av} = 20.35$
- $E_{min} = 8.26$
- $E_{max} = 34.38$
- $E_{min}/E_{max} = 0.24$
- $E_{min}/E_{av} = 0.41$

**HE EXIT SLIP SOUTHBOUND RESULTS - HORIZONTAL ILLUMINANCE (lux)**

- $E_{av} = 20.00$
- $E_{min} = 12.18$
- $E_{max} = 34.55$
- $E_{min}/E_{max} = 0.35$
- $E_{min}/E_{av} = 0.61$
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